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Magnetoelectric material is one kind material which has magnetoelectric effect
or converse magnetoelectric effect. Magnetoelectric (ME) effect is an effect of a
polarization can be induced upon applying of a magnetic field , conversely, converse
ME effect is an effect of a magnetization can be induced upon applying of an electric
field . Magnetoelectric composite, as one kind of magnetoelectric materials, has been
the practical magnetoelectric material potentially for its excellent magnetoelectric
property at room temperature. However, most of researches focused on how to
improve the amplitude of magnetoelectric effect，while the phase of magnetoelectric
effect received little attention. Systematical study about the phenomena and the
mechanism of phase drift of magnetoelectric effect is still leaking. Moreover, to meet
the requirement of miniaturization, multi-functionalization and high performance in
electronic devices, the researchers tend to realize the miniaturization and high
performance in magnetoelectric composites. Multi-layer magnetoelectric composite
has high magnetoelectric performance relatively. However, the traditional process of
multi-layer magnetoelectric composite only simply repeat the process of bilayer
composite, so it`s highly reduplicative, and need to be improved. According to the
recent research backgrounds, this thesis researches the mechanism of magnetoelectric
phase`s drift. In addition, in order to prepare the multi-layer magnetoelectric
composite conveniently, efficiently and mass-produced, we try to make some
improvements in the preparation technology of multi-layer magnetoelectric
composite.
Series of phenomena about phase drift were observed in Ni bulk/PZT, which was
quite different with the phase drift result of Ni power/Epoxy/PZT. In order to find out
the mechanism of magnetoelectric phase drift systematically, bilayer magnetoelectric
composite Terfenol-D bulk/PZT, Terfenol-D power/Epoxy/PZT were prepared by
stacking process, where Terfenol-D has strong magnetic-mechanical coupling. The
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magnetoelectric spectrum were measured, respectively. The same phase drift
phenomenon as Ni based magnetoelectric materials. After comparison, it was
concluded that a tiny magnetoelectric phase drift occurred under un-resonant
frequency, which resulted from eddy current; and a larger magnetoelectric phase drift,
which was close to 180°, was found under resonant frequency, and this giant phase
drift was proved to result from the variation of elastic constant induced by external
magnetic field, which showed a giant magnetoelectric phase drift effect.
The improvement for preparation technology of multi-layer magnetoelectric
composite began with the structure design. A multi-layer structure of ferromagnetic
phase was cut by wire electronic discharging machine with self-developed cutting
code. The piezoelectric phase with good liquidity was prepared by mixing epoxy resin
and piezoelectric powder. Then the piezoelectric phase was injected into the gap of
the ferromagnetic multi-layer structure to prepare the multi-layer magnetoelectric
composite by only one time. Several kinds of ferromagnetic raw material were used
for the preparation of multilayer magnetoelectric composite, the influence of
piezoelectric powder`s content and the procedure of polarizing was studied as well.
The experimental results showed that the designed preparation technology for
multi-layer magnetoelectric composite is quite effective, and all the prepared
multi-layer magnetoelectric composites had obvious magnetoelectric effect.
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